




Our APC spend has gone from 0 to 20% in just a few years

DeltaThink APC revenue to publisher (year-over-year) – about 16% / year over last 3 
years
2015-2016 18%
2016-2017 16%
2017-2018 15%
==============
[[Mat’s analysis on UC APC growth
2016 $6.7M
2017 $10M
Full OA spend: 30% year over year]]



INTEGRATED / OFF-SETTING: 
- transitions industry from pay-to-read into pay-to-publish
- addresses the issue of uncontrolled independent spending by two actors

MULTI-PAYER: addresses sustainability for high-publication institutions; also gives 
authors skin in the game





Author decides on publisher

Then decides whether OA



then pays subvention, or full amount for APC

Library financial transactions are in bulk









In summary, all authors are better off, or at least no worse off than before





















This creates an added tension in the negotiations, and was a big sticking point with 
Elsevier: do the libraries reduce their spend with these publishers, and redirect 
money towards subventions for OA publishers?  Or does the subscription publisher 
claim that money on top of the current library spend?



And to more equitably redistribute the libraries (institution’s?) spend - for example, 
to disciplines that aren’t as well supported by grants (e.g. the humanities).



[[APC source: Universities UK report, translated to USD at the rate on 12/31/2016]]







We did these mockups using the Elsevier screens presented to authors – these 
are *our* proposed changes.  We’ve done similar versions for Cambridge UP 
and for a generic publisher.

When author gets to Step 4 Publishing Options:
- The *default* is Gold OA publishing – but author can opt out (why?) and 

choose subscription only
- Author sees the total price, the library portion, and the library’s willingness to 

cover author portion of research funds not available
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Author then chooses the license to publish under.  CC-BY is the default: author 
retains copyright but allows others to share and use article (with attribution)
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Arranging to pay the fee
- author indicates whether she will pay with research funds or will ask library to 

pay
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If author pays, indicates payment method
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If asking Library to pay author portion, indicates reason why, and commits to 
honesty
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